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1. Additional Setup Details
Training. We train two families of computationally effi-
cient CNNs for image classification on ImageNet-1k [11]:
EfficientNet [13] and MobileNet-V2 [12]. For Efficient-
Net, we scale width, depth and resolution as the original
authors [13] from B0→B4. For MobileNet-V2 we use the
scalings in Tab. 1, which are taken from the Keras github
repository.1 For each model we train a Deep Ensemble size
M = 2 using random seeds {1,2} (everything is the same
between ensemble members other than the random seed).
This results in 10 individual ensembles, 5 composed of
EfficientNets and 5 composed of MobileNet-V2s.

input resolution 160 192 224 224 224
width factor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.4
Table 1. MobileNet-V2 scaling used in experiments.

We train all models for 250 epochs on ImageNet-1k,
and hold out a random subset of 50,000 images from the
training set for validation (we then evaluate on the original
validation set). We train using standard cross entropy. We
use stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.2,
weight decay of 4e-5 and a batch size of 1024 for all models
other than EfficientNet-B4, for which we use a learning
rate of 0.1 and batch size of 512 due to GPU memory
constraints (following the scaling recommendations in
[2]). We use cosine learning rate decay with a 5 epoch
linear warmup.2 We use default random resize-cropping
and random horizontal flipping for data augmentation, and
images are scaled using bicubic interpolation.

We train all of our models using PyTorch [9] and
Lightning [1] distributed over 8 NVIDIA V100 32GB
GPUs using Automatic Mixed Precision.3 Training

1https://github.com/keras-team/keras/blob/
master/keras/applications/mobilenet_v2.py.

2This is a combination of the hyperparameters from https:
//github.com/d-li14/mobilenetv2.pytorch and the scaling
approaches recommended in [2].

3https://developer.nvidia.com/
automatic-mixed-precision

and evaluation code can be found here: https:
//github.com/Guoxoug/window-early-exit.
Please follow the instructions in the README.md file in
order to reproduce our results and plots.

Setting windows. In general, we find τ on the validation
set and then vary [t1,t2] by placing them at increasing sym-
metric percentiles on either side of τ . If either side of the
window hits either the zeroth or 100th percentile, then the
expansion will only apply to the other side, e.g. if τ is set at
TPR=95% then there is only room for 5% (of ID data) on
the side more uncertain than τ . As mentioned previously,
we leave further optimisation of [t1,t2] to future work.

Packed Ensembles. For the experiments involving
Packed Ensembles we use the same ResNet-50 models as
those in Tab. 2 of [6], with weights kindly provided by
Laurent et al. [6]. Implementation is the same as in the
main experiments, and we treat Packed Ensemble outputs
in the same way as (non-adaptive) Deep Ensembles.

2. A Note on Uncertainty Scores U
We remark that our approach is dependent on the

compatibility of the uncertainty scores U (1),U (2),...,U (M)

between different exits, as ultimately a single τ is used
for the downstream uncertainty task. We find that in our
experiments, simply using the same score method (e.g. En-
ergy [8]) across all exits is sufficient. However, in a similar
scenario, Lin et al. [7] find it necessary to perform an ad-
ditional score normalisation step. Although this may seem
like common sense, we remark that we don’t expect our ap-
proach to work if different exits use different score methods
(e.g one exit uses MSP and another uses Energy), as these
score methods may take very different absolute values.

3. Additional Early-Exit Architectures
In addition to MSDNet [3], we also evaluate on GFNet

[17] and the ViT-based DVT [10] in Fig. 1. For all early-
exit architectures we use publically available pretrained

https://github.com/keras-team/keras/blob/master/keras/applications/mobilenet_v2.py
https://github.com/keras-team/keras/blob/master/keras/applications/mobilenet_v2.py
https://github.com/d-li14/mobilenetv2.pytorch
https://github.com/d-li14/mobilenetv2.pytorch
https://developer.nvidia.com/automatic-mixed-precision
https://developer.nvidia.com/automatic-mixed-precision
https://github.com/Guoxoug/window-early-exit
https://github.com/Guoxoug/window-early-exit
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Figure 1. SC results for different early-exit architectures using 3
exits. Top: MSDNet, middle: GFNet, bottom: DVT. We achieve
more efficient trade-offs compared to using individual exits.

weights.4 For MSDNet we use the version of the model
designed for ImageNet with step=7, and experiment on a
subset {2,3,5} of the five available exits. For GFNet we
use the model built on DenseNet-121 and exits {2, 3, 4}.
For DVT we use the model built on T2T-ViT-14 and all 3
exits. The percentiles used for [t1,t2] are listed in Tab. 2:

Early-Exit Arch. %±τ (1) for [t1,t2](1) %±τ (2) for [t1,t2](2)

MSDNet [10,15,20,25,30,35] [10,10,10,10,10,10]
GFNet [10,15,20,25,30,35] [10,10,10,10,10,10]
DVT [10,15,20,30,35,40,45] [0,0,10,10,10,15,20]

Table 2. Window widths for early-exit architectures.

For all three specialised early-exit architectures we
achieve a better uncertainty-computation trade-off com-
pared to using individual exits, validating our approach.

4. Additional Exit Policy Comparisons
We show comparisons between the single-threshold

policy, and our window-based policy for OOD detection
(FPR@95↓, Openimage-O, α = 0.5). For the single-
threshold and non-adjusted window approach we set t and
[t1, t2] based on the percentage of pID passed on to the
next cascade stage. For the adjusted window we set [t1,t2]
according to percentiles measured on pmix instead.

4https://github.com/kalviny/MSDNet-PyTorch
https://github.com/blackfeather-wang/
GFNet-Pytorch
https://github.com/blackfeather-wang/
Dynamic-Vision-Transformer
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Figure 2. Comparison of OOD detection efficiency for different
exit policies. The ratio of ID:OOD data is 1:1 (α = 0.5). Using
a single threshold is inefficient compared to using a window.
Adjusting [t1, t2] using statistics from pmix significantly reduces
the slowdown caused by distributional shift (if the window is set
on pID). We use an EfficientNet-B2 ensemble with M=2.

Similarly to SC, Fig. 2 shows that the single-threshold
approach only improves after t (the exit threshold) passes
over τ (the detection threshold). However, this happens
earlier as the operating point TPR=95% happens to be
closer to the starting point of the single-threshold sweep (it
starts from most uncertain). Our window-based approach
more efficiently improves OOD detection.

Different specific exit policies are also marked. It can
be seen that setting the window [t1, t2] according to pmix
rather than pID significantly reduces slowdown caused by
distribution shift. Setting [t1,t2] to ±10% around τ on pID
leads to ∼50% of samples from pmix passing through to the
second stage. Note that setting [t1, t2] at ±10 percentiles
around TPR=95% on ID data only allows 15% of ID data
through as the window caps out on one side.

5. Additional Selective Classification Results
We include additional SC results at two more operating

points, Risk@50↓ and Cov@10↑ (Fig. 4), which represent,
compared to the main results, a lower coverage requirement
and a higher risk tolerance respectively. The results are
similar to those in the main paper, showing that cascades are
able to achieve efficient uncertainty estimation compared to
model scaling over a range of different operating thresholds.

6. Accuracy-Computation Results
Fig. 5 shows the accuracy-computation trade-off using

single-threshold cascades for EfficientNet and MobileNet-
V2. We pass the most uncertain 20% of samples from the
1st model to the second cascade stage. The results are un-
surprisingly similar to those in [16], i.e. ensembles are less
efficient than single models in the low-compute region, but
outperform them for higher computation levels. Cascades
then allow ensembles to become more efficient for all levels
of compute. We note the baseline accuracy of our Efficient-

https://github.com/kalviny/MSDNet-PyTorch
https://github.com/blackfeather-wang/GFNet-Pytorch
https://github.com/blackfeather-wang/GFNet-Pytorch
https://github.com/blackfeather-wang/Dynamic-Vision-Transformer
https://github.com/blackfeather-wang/Dynamic-Vision-Transformer
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Figure 3. Example images from each image dataset used, with #samples in each split.
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Figure 4. SC–computation comparison for single models, en-
sembles and window-based cascades, on additional operating
thresholds. Results tell the same story as the main paper – cascades
are able to achieve the best uncertainty-computation trade-off.

Nets is lower than in [16] as we train them for fewer epochs
with a simpler recipe and larger validation set, however, we
do not believe this affects the takeaways from our results.

7. Additional Dataset Information
We include randomly sampled example images from the

datasets used in this work: ImageNet-1k [11], Openimage-
O [5, 15], and iNaturalist [4, 14]. We also show information
about the number of samples in each dataset split (Fig. 3).
The OOD datasets are recently released high-resolution
benchmarking datasets. They aim to move vision-based
OOD detection evaluation beyond CIFAR-scale images
into more realistic image-classification scenarios. The
samples in each dataset have been carefully chosen to be
semantically disjoint from the label space of ImageNet-
1k. Openimage-O contains a wide range of classes like
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Figure 5. Accuracy–computation comparison for single models,
ensembles and single-threshold cascades.

ImageNet, whilst iNaturalist contains botanical images.
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